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ABSTRACT 
This project is about a design of miniature greenhouse that is equipped with the 
automated monitoring system. The system will constantly monitor the natural 
environmental conditions in the greenhouse to ensure that the plant will achieve the 
maximum plant growth. There are two sensors, which operate in the real-time, that 
will be used - temperature sensor and air humidity sensor to monitor the conditions. 
The output of the sensors will provide the inputs to a microcontroller, PIC16F877A, 
which act as the brain and compares these values with the preset values. 
Subsequently, the microcontroller will actuate the environment maintaining devices, 
respectively according to the necessary condition of the plant. Besides, output from 
microcontroller also will give the input to the LCD to display the temperature and air 
humidity reading of the greenhouse. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Since early civilizations, agriculture has been one of the pnmary 
occupations of man and even today, manual interventions m fanning are 
inevitable. Greenhouses form an important part of the agriculture and horticulture 
sectors in our country as they can provide an ideal condition for the plant growth and 
production throughout the year [ 1]. 
The microclimate of the greenhouse is controlled by growth factors such as 
temperature and humidity. These are scientifically controlled to the optimum level 
throughout the cultivation period, thus increasing the agriculture productivity. The 
closed environment of a greenhouse has its own unique requirements, compared with 
outdoor production. Besides that, it can keep the plants away from pets, extreme heat 
and humidity. 
Greenhouse can be divided into glass greenhouses and plastic greenhouses, 
yet the plastics are mostly used [2]. Inside the greenhouse, there is a buildup of heat. 
This is due to the radiation from the sun that warms the plants and the soil. Even so, 
the air is retained and stocked inside the house. Because of the temperature and air 
humidity of greenhouses must be constantly monitored to ensure optimal conditions, 
an automated monitoring system can be used to remote it. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
Temperature and air humidity are generally the parameters considered in 
greenhouse as they influence the plant growth. Traditionally, a small window near 
the roof of a greenhouse is open to drain away the warm air that traps inside the 
greenhouse and hence reduce the temperature considerably. 
According to [3] it was mentioned that the adoption of software configuration 
management (SCM) or computer control is not convenient as they have many 
disadvantages such as complex structure, higher cost, not suit for the middle and 
small scales agriculture greenhouses. Hence, the automated control is seems more 
suitable and reliable. 
Most of the work, in the farming, is done manually and it is hard for the 
farmers to maintain the quality of their crops. As a result, their harvest comes in 
various sizes and weight, different residue content and timing, making it hard for 
them to compete in the export market [4]. 
The development of automated system is a good solution to provide and to 
improve the productivity through application of greenhouse technology. 
1.2.2 Significant of The Project 
The significant of this project is that in the future, the number of greenhouses 
will increase and thus leading to a great demand for this automated monitoring 
systems. Furthermore, crops such as fruits and vegetables can yield better results if 
they are grown in a controlled environment and with the inclusion of farming 
technology [4]. In addition, the Automated Greenhouse is one of the low cost and 
equipped with low power application. 
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This Automated Greenhouse has many advantages such as: 
• Automatically control the growing environment, such as temperature 
and air humidity, within the walls so that any type of plants can be 
grown all year round. 
• Could be an economical, portable and a low maintenance solution for 
greenhouse applications, especially in rural areas and for small scale 
agriculturists. 
• Keep the plants away from pets, extreme heat and humidity. 
• Minimizes the labor costs involved in maintaining a greenhouse. 
• User-friendly and flexible as the preset environmental condition could 
be changed based on the specific requirements of the user. 
1.3 Objectives 
The main goal is to build a miniature greenhouse that could carry out an 
automatic monitoring system purpose. This system will constantly monitor the 
conditions in the greenhouse to ensure that it remains at the required temperature and 
air humidity conditions. If these conditions differ from the required levels, the 
monitoring system will automatically turn on and off certain devices to return the 
greenhouse to the required conditions. As the system also employs an LCD display 
for continuously alerting the user about the condition inside the greenhouse. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
The study is limited to the following: 
• Use of the PIC16F877 A as the microcontroller. 
• Use of LCD as real time display of data acquired from the 
environmental sensors 
• Study on how to maintain the microclimate of a greenhouse. 




2.1 Automation of Greenhouse. 
Automating a greenhouse envisages monitoring and controlling of the 
climatic parameters which directly or indirectly govern the plant growth and hence 
their produce. Automation is process control of industrial machinery and processes, 
thereby replacing human operators. The Automated Greenhouse is a system with a 
number of sensors that could monitor the important environmental factors which affect 
crop growth. In response to these sensors, the output of control system will adjust vent 
position, fans, heating, shading, lighting and water irrigation [15]. 
Obviously, there will be the labor saving aspect but far more importantly, 
factors such as improved quality of produce and increase the earning of profit. 
Automation systems have had a large impact upon the operation and efficiency of 
modem industrial plants [ 17]. Additionally, the sensor system features intelligent 
farming methodology and real time monitoring. This means farmers now have the 
total control of their crops and are able to make fast and reliable decision. 
2.2 Environmental Sensors 
A sensor is a device that measures a physical quantity and converts it 
into a signal which can be read by an observer or by an instrument [ 5]. Monitoring 
of a greenhouse environment involves sensing the changes occurring inside it 
which can influence the rate of growth in plants. The parameters of temperature 
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and air humidity are important as it might affect the photosynthetic and transpiration 
processes of plant. 
According to [6], the greenhouse requires a temperature control system and 
air humidity detection which has ability to read the differences between the 
measured data and data stored in the database of microclimate with sufficient 
accuracy and real-time control. 
2.2.1 Temperature Sensor 
A temperature sensor is used to detect the level of temperature and produce 
an electrical output proportional to the temperature (in °C). After the sensor detects 
the temperature, it sends a signal to the microcontroller. The microcontroller 
analyzes this signal and then turns on or off the fan or heater to bring the conditions 
back to the preset level. 
Thermistor is a solid-state device that operates on the basis of change of 
electrical resistance with temperature and are available as negative temperature 
coefficient (NTC - resistance falls with rising temperature), or positive temperature 
coefficient (PTC - resistance increases with rising temperature). NTC is the most 
usual type for temperature measurement, and the rate of change of resistance with 
temperature is very much higher than that of a resistance thermometer, providing 
high sensitivity within a small temperature span. This makes thermistor very suitable 
for measuring temperatures around ambient applications [ 11]. 
2.2.2 Humidity Sensor 
A humidity sensor also called as hygrometer, measures and regularly reports 
the relative humidity in the air. Relative humidity (RH), expressed as a percent, is the 
ratio of actual moisture in the air to the highest amount of moisture air at that 
temperature can hold. After the sensor detects the humidity level, it sends a signal to 
the microcontroller. The microcontroller analyzes this signal and will then tum on or 
off the mister or exhaust fan to bring the conditions back to the preset levels. 
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Conventional sensors detennine relative au humidity usmg resistive 
measurement technology. For this principle, the sensor consists of noble metal 
electrodes either deposited on a substrate by photo-resist techniques or wire-wound 
electrodes on a plastic or glass cylinder. The substrate is coated with a salt or 
conductive polymer. When it is dissolved or suspended in a liquid binder it functions 
as a vehicle to evenly coat the sensor. Alternatively, the substrate may be treated 
with activating chemicals such as acid. The sensor absorbs the water vapor and ionic 
functional groups are dissociated, resulting in an increase in electrical conductivity. 
[12]. 
2.3 Microcontroller 
The microcontroller of PIC will be programmed in the C language and will 
be capable of comparing the input signals from the sensors to the preset values. The 
appropriate signal will then be output and used to either tum on or off the devices. 
PICs are popular with both industrial developers and hobbyists alike due to 
their low cost, wide availability, large user base, extensive collection of application 
notes, availability of low cost or free development tools, and serial programming 
(and re-programming with flash memory) capability. The name PIC initially referred 
to "Programmable Interface Controller" [5]. 
Below are the special features for the well-known PIC16F877 A: 
o Operating speed:20Mhz, 200ns instruction cycle 
o Operating voltage:4.0-5.5volts 
o Industrial temperature range(-40 to +85 degrees) 
o Self-reprogrammable under software control 
o Programmable code protection 
o Power-saving code protection 
Basically, PIC16F877A is the advance PIC ofPIC16F877 as the masking is 
different in both the microcontrollers. In addition, while burning the code in PIC 
microcontroller there is an acknowledgement received for each code word written in 
PIC's memory. In the case ofPIC16F877A, the code word is written in blocks. An 
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acknowledgement is required only for the block of code word and hence speed of 
writing is more when compared to that ofPIC16F877 A [9]. 
2.4 Environment Maintaining Devices 
2.4.1 Temperature Controllers Devices 
Heating and cooling in greenhouse are important for plant growth. Due to the 
amount of energy consumed for these operations, their control is critical. Electrical 
heaters are used when it is necessary to specifically heat the local part of the 
greenhouse. The cooling part is also necessary as the radiation in greenhouse that use 
sunlight can cause high air temperature. Generally, curtain, watering on the glass 
roof, fan and pad system, fan and mist system and other methods are employed. 
In order to reduce the temperature maintaining devices cost, a cooling fan is 
used to ensure that the greenhouse is in not too hot or too cold. If the surrounding 
temperature exceeds the preset level, the cooling fan will be turned on. However, if 
the surrounding temperature is below the preset level, the cooling fan will be turned 
off 
2.4.2 Humidity Controllers Devices 
Humidity in greenhouse is influence by air temperature control, transpiration 
from plants, water evaporation from soil and other effects [7]. Usually, to reduce 
humidity, an exhaust fan or electric cooling machine is used, while air ventilation is 
the simplest method. 
Due to the cost constrain, the cooling fan is also used to replace the pricey 
electric cooling machine. If the surroundings are too humid, the cooling fan will be 
turned on while if the surroundings are too dry, the cooling fan will be turned off 
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2.5 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
A liquid crystal display (LCD) is a thin, flat panel used for 
electronically displaying infonnation such as text, images, and moving pictures. 
Many microcontroller devices use LCD displays to output visual infonnation. 
LCD displays designed around Hitachi's LCD HD44780 module, are 
inexpensive and easy to use. They have a standard ASCII set of characters and 
mathematical symbols. 
The HD44780 character LCD is one of the industry standard liquid crystal 
display (LCD) display device designed for interfacing with embedded systems. 
These screens come in a variety of configurations including 8xl, 16x2, and 20x4 
characters, where for instant, 8x I characters define that the LCD could have one row 
of eight characters [ 16]. 
In this project, the HD44780 Character LCD with 16x2 characters is included 
to display the temperature and humidity reading of this Automated Greenhouse. 
Based on the above readings and findings made, the following components 





3.1 Procedure Identification 
This Figure 1 shows the summary of the project procedure for this 2-
Semester Final Year Project. This project covers starting from the title selection to 
the working prototype. 
Research/Literature Review. 
FYPl Acquisition of Parts/Component 
Construct Circuit on Breadboard & Circuit Testing 
Microcontroller Programming 
Circuit Testing Together With the Devices 
Construct Miniature Greenhouse 
FYP2 Schematic/PCB Design 
Prototype Testing and Experimentation 
Documentation/ Presentation 
Figure 1: Workflow Project 
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The flow chart above illustrates the general progression of the project. The 
methodology is divided into two parts which are FYPl and FYP2. This section 
briefly show the paths to ensure that all activities are done along with the 
development of the system would be accomplished on time. 
The research stage is where all related information for this project was 
collected in order to get the better idea on the construction of this Automated 
Greenhouse. The identification on the component was done together with the 
designing circuit in order to get the most suitable component. The acquisition phase 
continued based on the circuit that had been designed in the previous stage. After all 
the components were obtained, the circuit was constructed on the breadboard and the 
testing stage is carried on. 
During the microcontroller programming stage, the circuit is tested and it 
managed to show the output based on the input of temperature and humidity using 
LEDs. Furthermore, the programming code in PIC16F877A also managed to display 
the actual temperature and humidity reading of greenhouse via the LCD. 
The next stages proceed with the circuit testing together with the actual 
devices and the LEDs are removed. In the mean time, the miniature of greenhouse is 
constructed using Perspex. Once all the circuits were tested and worked well, all the 
devices were mounted properly into the greenhouse and the overall prototype 
experimentation was held. The last stage was preceded with the documentation and 
presentation part after the overall experimentation achieved a successful result. 
10 




THERMISTOR FAN 1 
I 
HUMIDITY SENSOR c FAN 2 
I LCD I 
Figure 2: Functional Block Diagram 
3. 2.1 Block Descriptions 
The Automated Greenhouse has five main parts which are power supply of 
9V, sensors, microcontroller, devices and liquid crystal display (LCD). There are two 
types of environmental sensors that will be implemented in this project. 
These sensors will be cormected to a microcontroller which will function as 
the main control unit. The sensors will send signals to the microcontroller and the 
microcontroller will translate the signals, determine if the input is within the preset 
range and tum on or off the necessary devices to maintain the climate in the 
greenhouse. 
For instance, if the preset temperature range is 35°C, the microcontroller will 
make sure that the greenhouse temperature is within this value. If the temperature 
exceeds this value, the microcontroller will then tum on the fan 1. If the temperature 
drops below this value, fan 1 will off. 
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As for the humidity sensor, it will detect a change in humidity levels and send 
a signal to the microcontroller. If the humidity level is not within the required preset 
value, fan 2 will be turned on or off. 
A miniature greenhouse was constructed and power supply, sensors, 
microcontroller, fans and LCD were placed by a box made out of Perspex. 
3.3 Tools and Equipment 
Table 1: List of Hardware and Software Used 
Hardware 
1. Power Supply 
11. Digital Multi 
Meter 
iii. Thermistor 
IV. Humidity Sensor 
v. Cooling Fans 
VI. LCD 
Software 
1. Microsim Eva! 8,Pspice Schematic and Capture 
- This software is needed to simulate the circuitry 
designed for the device. It can be used for error checking 
to identify week points of the circuit. 
ii. AutoCAD 
- This software is particularly important for the design of 
the prototype. The initial design should be done using 
this software to get a visual representation of how the 
final product should look like. 
iii. MPLAB IDE 
- This software is used to program the instructions for 
PIC and stimulate the correct output of PIC, so that the 
devices can either on or off, respectively according to the 
necessary condition of the plant. 
12 
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Figure 3: Flowchart for Project 
3.4.1 Flow chart Descriptions 
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In general, the microcontroller works by reading the analog inputs (from the 
sensors), converts the analog signals to digital signals, processes the inputs and 
generates a 1-bit output. There are two inputs from the two sensors and there are two 
outputs signals produced by the PIC16F877 A. These outputs are used as a switch to 
turn on or off the environment maintaining devices. 
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The PIC reads the analog inputs from both sensors; thermistor and humidity 
sensor. These analog inputs are then converted to digital values using the PIC's in-
built analog-to-digital converter. 
After the input is read, the counter will begin to count. The input values are 
then compared to the preset values. For the input from thermistor, it is compared to 
the preset values. 
1. If the ADC value is equal and greater than preset values, the first 
cooling fan will be turned on to cool the greenhouse down, which 
indicates that the temperature is greater than the preset maximum 
temperature. 
11. If the ADC value is less than preset values, the first cooling fan will 
be turned off, which means the temperature is below the preset 
minimum temperature. 
As for the humidity sensor, the input is compared to preset values, as well. 
1. If the ADC value is equal and greater than preset values, the second 
cooling fan (which act as exhaust fan) will turn on to reduce the 
relative humidity level. This indicates that the humidity level is 
greater than the preset maximum humidity level. 
11. If the ADC value is less than preset values, the second cooling fans 
will tum on, which indicates the relative humidity is below the preset 
minimum humidity level. 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Design Procedure 
This project involves a construction of a prototype that can constantly 
monitor the natural environmental conditions in the greenhouse. Before acquisition 
of any parts or component, the design of circuit for sensors, PIC and devices is 
required either suitable to work on together on one same circuit board or not. Thus, a 
simple calculation is needed and the equation that will be used is Ohm's Law, where: 
Voltage [V] =Current [A] x Resistance [0] 
4.1.1 Environmental Sensors 
4.1.1.1 Temperature Sensor 
(I) 
The amount power supply that will be channeled into the circuit board is 9V. 
Consequently, a sensor that could operate within 5V voltage supply will be used. 
After analyzing the specifications, the thermistor of MCP9700A-E!IO is selected. 
This sensor is able to measure the surrounding temperature with a very high 
accuracy, and has a wide temperature measurement range. 
As specified in the datasheet, this sensor needs 5V voltage supply with an 
operating current that ranges from 6J.!A to 12 J.!A. To convert the output voltage to 
the equivalent temperature measurement, the datasheet provides the necessary 
equations. The equation is as follows [13]: 
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(2) 
Where: VouT = Sensor Output Voltage 
Tc =Temperature Coefficient (10.0mV/°C) 
TA =Ambient Temperature 
Vooc =Voltage at 0°C (500mV) 
A design of current limiting circuit is required to control the input current of the 
sensor. As mentioned before, the operating current have ranges from 611A to 12 11A 
Thus, Eq.l needs to be applied to obtain the necessary current limiting resistor. 
For a current of611A: 









= 416.7 k!:l 
Therefore, any resistor between 833k0 and 416.7k0 is preferred. From the 
average of these both values and thus, 680kn resistor had been chosen. Hence the 







= 7.35 !!A 
As for the output voltage of the sensor, the datasheet stated that it ranges from 
OV to 3 V. Thus, to calculate the equivalent temperature reading, Eq.2 had been 




The datasheet stated that the sensor had a maximum output current of 1 0011A. 
Since the maximum current input of the PIC is 25mA, this output of the sensor can 
be connected directly to the input of the PIC. 
A decoupling circuit, is also recommended by the datasheet, for the power 
supply to filter out the noise system. This switching noise compromises 
measurement accuracy. As recommended, to connect a decoupling circuit, a l11F 
capacitor has to connect in series with a 2000 from the Vee connection ofthe sensor 
to ground. 
Figure below shows the schematic design for thermistor circuit with the 
voltage output that will be connected to PIC16F877 A. 
I Thermistor I 
_jl~ ,. Vo 
: > :::: 680K 






Figure 4: Thermistor Circmt. 
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4.1.1.2 Humidity Sensor 
The humidity sensor is used to sense the humidity and delivers for 
instrumentation quality Relative Humidity (RH) sensing performance purpose. 
Relative humidity is a measure, in percentage, of the vapor in the air compared to 
the total amount of vapor that could be held in the air at a given temperature. 
Thus, the IDK CHS-GSS Humidity Sensor Unit was selected after considering the 
price and the reliability aspect. This humidity sensor is the most suitable as there is 
no hysteresis effect on the output readings. 
This sensor also needs a 5V voltage supply and it will have the output with 
range of OV to 1 V. To determine the equivalent relative humidity level, the output 
voltage should be analyzed. From the datasheet, the output voltage changes linearly 
with the humidity level, where output IV is at 100% RH .Thus, for every O.OIV is 
equivalent to 1%RH [14]. 
Subsequently the current going into the PIC has to be considered and a 
current of 20mA was chosen to minimize the risk of damaging the PIC. Thus, by 
applying Eq.l, the current limiting value is determined as following: 
v 





Figure below shows the schematic design for the humidity sensor circuit with 




Figure 5: Humidity Sensor Circuit 
4.1. 2 Microcontroller 
The well-known, PIC16F877 A,is chosen as the microcontroller for this 
project as it has the capability to convert analog inputs into digital and also capable 
to produce digital output [8]. For this design, the PIC will read the analog inputs 
from both two sensors. These analog inputs are then converted to digital values 
before the digital values are then compared to the preset values of relative humidity 
range and temperature trigger voltage. Next, the appropriate signals will be the 
output to turn on or off the devices. This PIC is not complicated to use as it can be 
programmed in C to be utilized in processing the inputs and its corresponding 
outputs. 
As mentioned in sensors part, PIC16F877A has several limitations such as 
the input current must not exceed 25mA. Hence, the sensors circuitry designs were 
then calculated for the current limitation so it will not exceed the current limit. The 
maximum output current from the PIC is 25mA but average output current from one 
pin is 1 OmA. This amount of output current is actually not sufficient to turn the 
devices on. So, theN-type ofMOSFET will be used to amplify this small current. 
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4.1.3 Environment Maintaining Devices 
4.1.3.1 Temperature Controllers Devices 
The cooling fan will tum on to lower the temperature inside the greenhouse. 
In order to get a constant power supply, a fan with 12V at 18mA DC current is 
chosen as it would be sufficient enough to cool the greenhouse. 
Since the output of the PIC controls the fan, the output needs to be 
considered. The PIC output is a digital I which means 5V or a digital 0 where 
voltage equal to OV.Thus, an N-type of MOSFET is desired as switching and 
amplification. Basically, MOSFET has the same function as transistor yet MOSFET 
could flow out more power compared to the transistor [10]. Thus, MOSFET will be 
used again as a switch to open or close the power supply circuit by connecting the 
circuit to the ground. In order to increase the temperature, the PIC will give an output 
of a digital 0. Thus, the cooling fan will turn off. 
4.1.3.2 Humidity Controllers Devices 
If the surroundings are too humid, the second cooling fan (which act as 
exhaust fan) will be turned on. However, if the surroundings are too dry, the second 
fan will be turned off. The same concept applies to this humidity maintaining devices 
as it applied for the same type of cooling fan. The connections and specifications are 
similar to the first cooling fan design for the temperature maintaining device. 
Figure below shows the general circuit for environment maintaining devices 









Figure 6: General Circuit for Devices 
4.1.4 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
Signals from enviromnental sensors are input into the PIC and processed. The 
PIC then sends a signal to the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) to display the current 
climate inside the greenhouse. 
The HD44780 Character LCD with 16x2 characters has 16 pins. The transistor 
is connected together with the nominal backlight voltage of 5V to the backlight 
connection in order to turn on and off the LCDs backlight [16]. 
The pin outs connection and descriptions are as in figure below: 
0 0 
Pin i Function 
-------------' LCD LIGHT·-----, 
Description 1 -
"'' ..... ,_, ____________ i 
Ground i 
--- - I -~~~~~~~ 1-2 T vee -~s:y~~pply_i 1-3--f VEE Contrast I Lco_OATA 
RS -Regi~t~~&:l~ct-! 
:-- -------------------··--"'-- __________ I 
RIW Read/Write ! ~- 6-~[=~E =~- :~-~ =~~~bl_~---~-=1 L[g~~·~jE~~j 
j7-14jDBO-DB7! 8BitData 1 sv 
----------. 
I 1 I vss 
15 i i:Eri+ ]Backlight-S~pply! 
1--- ------- ;..... ·- -- ·--·-- .------ --- ---- -----------1 
! 16 1 LED- !Backlight Groundj1 
_________ .' ----·---·---- --"------~----- -----------
0 0 
Figure 7: Connection and Descriptions of LCD HD44780 
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4.2 Prototype Design 
The miniature greenhouse was constructed after all the components and 
devices were finally tested. Figure below show the layout drawing for the miniature 
of Automated Greenhouse. There is the body part that includes all the electrical 
components, devices, LCD and plant, itself 
Two fans and a LCD will be mounted respectively on each side of the box. 
The electrical component, thermistor and humidity sensor will be installed in a small 
circuitry box together with the power supply. 
Figures below show the prototype design and actual Perspex box of the 
miniature of Automated Greenhouse with measurement of 40cm x 40cm x 60. 


















Figure 8: Miniature Greenhouse 
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cooling Fan 2 
(humidity devices) 
Figure 9 : Laboratory Greenhouse Model Used in Experiments. 
4.3 Acquisition Procedure 
With the ctrcuit design done and tested, this project step forward to the 
acquisition stage. At this stage, the components were bought based on the calculation 
that had been made in the previous design procedure. This kind of workflow could 
be a cost and timesaving as all the required components are completely identified. 
The table of sensors' requirement had been included in the Appendix C. 
4.4 Environmental Sensor Testing Procedures 
The sensors, PIC and devices are needed to be tested individually to ensure 
that they could operate successfully. This is to make sure that this greenhouse 
monitonng system could function automatically wtthout any human intervention at 
all. 
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4.4.1 Temperature Sensor 
The main goal was to test the output voltage of the thennistor towards the 
decreasing and increasing of temperature. The voltage changes at the output of 
sensor 1s tested using a multi-meter by different surrounding, for instant in the cold, 
nonnal and wann condition. 
The sensor will run using a 5V DC power supply The datasheet suggested to 
use a decoupling circuit to reduce noise. The noise-reduction circuit was shown in 
the datasheet [ 13]. Then 1 ~F capacitor is connected in series With a 2000 from the 
Vee connection of the sensor to ground. A thermometer was also used to reconfinn 
the actual temperature reading with the readings output by the sensor and the output 
voltage of the thermistor is measured using a multi-meter. There is a set of cond1tions 
- 20°C, 27°C and 35°C. The results are recorded and shown in the table below. 
Table 2 : Voltage Output for Different Temperature. 
Thermometer reading Sensor Voltage Sensor Temperature 
(oC) output (V) Equivalence (OC) 
20 0.704 20.4 
27 0.769 26.9 
35 0.852 35.2 
The relationship between the temperature and voltage is· 
(2) 
Where, VoUT = Sensor Output Voltage 
Tc = Temperature Coefficient (lO.OmV/°C) 
T A = Ambient Temperature 
Vooc = Voltage at 0°C (500mV) 
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The result of the test was good as results obtained is in the range of ± 1 °C 
accuracy and the sensor was very sensitive and had a time response of less than 1 
second. Moreover, the time response of the sensor towards temperature also changed 
instantly. Thus, the circuit will be use as the temperature sensor. 
4.4.2 Humidity Sensor 
The main goal was to test the reliability of the sensor by comparing the 
voltage output using a multi-meter to the humidity meter reading. As stated in the 
datasheet, when the sensor is connected to the power supply, the voltage output 
reading will start at a voltage of 1 V and decreases to the actual humidity level of the 
surrounding. The sensor also needs 5V DC power supply and a resistor of 500 to 
connect in series. The result was reliable and matched the actual reading from the 
humidity meter. The result of the test is shown in the table below. 
Table 3 : Voltage Output for Different Relative Humidity. 
Humidity meter reading Sensor Voltage Sensor Humidity 
(%RH) Output (V) Equivalence(% RH) 
72 0.722 72.2 
65 0.647 64.7 
51 0.525 52.5 
The sensor outputs an analog voltage output which follows a relatively linear 
response function of 0.05V at 5% RH and 0.90V at 90% RH, which is given by the 
following response function [14] : 




The accuracy of the humidity sensor was in the range of ±2%RH whereas the 
responsiveness of the sensor is very good with an average speed of O.OlV/s. 
Therefore, it had been finalized to be a circuit for the humidity sensor. 
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4.5 Microprogramming Testing Procedure 
The main goal was to verify the function of the programmmg code of PIC 
16F877 A. The software of MPLAB IDE is used with the HI-TECH ANSI C 
compiler to program the codes. The source code for the climate control and LCD 
display could be tested when the programs has been successfully compiled, 
simulated and downloaded into the PIC. 
The result was accurate and reliable as the LEDs tum on and off accordingly 
as compared to the actual and preset value. Besides, the real time display of LDC 
obtained the range of ±2°C accuracy when compared to the temperature and 
humidity meter Additionally, the time response of the LCD towards temperature and 
humidity also changed instantly. Thus, this could be concluded that the 
microprogramming testing was successful. The figure below shows the snapshot of 
the result from this testing. 
METER READING 
LCD READING· 
Figure 10 Snapshot of the LCD Display Compared with the Meter Reading 
and the Functioning Output of LEDs. 
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4.6 Overall Prototype Testing. 
The system is represented by a prototype where the circuits were placed in a 
miniature of greenhouse by a box made out ofPerspex. The LEDs from the previous 
breadboard were taken out and had been replaced with the environment maintaining 
devices which are cooling fans. Also, all the components have been soldered onto the 
vera board, rather than assemble them onto breadboard, in order to have a smaller 
size of circuit. The circuit schematic diagram is attached in the Appendix H. 
Figure 11 : Circuit Implemented on Vera Board 
The circuit board, devices and LCD display are all gathered and assembled into 
one system and tested. In order to test the functionality of this prototype, chilli plant 
had been chosen as an experimental purpose. Since chilli has the average 
temperature of 25°C and average air humidity of 75%RH, the preset value of 
temperature and air humidity were inserted, as the figures from the LCD below. 
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Figure 12: Actual Reading of Temperature and Air humidity 
Figure 13: Temperature and Air Humidity Preset Value 
Then, the devices will tum on and off respectively, depends on the preset value 
which had been set before. If actual temperature higher than 25°C, fan 1 (which act 
as cooling fan) will tum on, whereas if temperature lower than 25°C fan 1 will tum 
off. For the humidity part, when the actual air humidity is higher than 75%RH, fan 2 
(which act as exhaust fan) will tum on, and if air humidity lower than 75%RH, fan 2 
will tum off. 
Besides that, the characteristic of the sensors also could be checked and both 
characteristic of the sensors are linear when compared to the output voltage (mV). 
For the temperature reading, every O.OIV is equivalent to 10°C. The graph in figure 
below shows the characteristic of the temperature sensor together with the snapshot 
of LCD that showed the temperature output voltage. 
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0 100 20 0 300 400 soo 600 700 800 900 1000 
voltac• (mV) 
Figure 14: Characteristic of Temperature Sensor 
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Figure 15: Output Voltage for the Actual Temperature Reading of21°C 
The same characteristic also applied to the air humidity sensor. The output 
voltage changes linearly with the humidity level, where output 1 V ts at 100% RH 
.Thus, for every O.OIV is equivalent to l%RH [14]. The graph below shows the 
characteristic of the humidity sensor together with the snapshot of LCD that 
display the air humidity output voltage. 
Relative Humidity {%RH} vs Voltage {mV} 
100 
90 











0 .100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 .1000 
Volt.,..(mV) 
Ftgure 16: Characteristic ofHumtdity Sensor 
Figure 17: Output Voltage for the Actual Air Humidity Reading of69%RH 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusion 
Although the traditional way is widely used to grow and manage the crops, it 
has certain drawback regarding the quality of the crops. It is hard for farmers to 
maintain the quality of their crops and as the result; their harvest comes in various 
size and weight. Thus, it is hard for the farmers to compete in export market. 
In conclusion, this project was successfully conducted as it met all the 
objectives that were set forth. This study allowed the detail analysis of the technical 
and feasibility for the implementation of Automated Greenhouse. By using 
controlled enviromnent using microcontroller of PIC16F877A, this Automated 
Greenhouse can give better results compared to the work which is done manually 
and the labor cost also could be reduced. Moreover, it could bring out positive effect 
and can be applied in real life in order to improve the standard of local agriculture 
industry in Malaysia. 
5.2 Recommendation 
As the system has few limitations in term of time and cost of hardware 
constraints, here are some recommendations that could enhance this Automated 
Greenhouse: 
1. Include others parameter for enviromnental control such as light and 
C02 concentration 
n. Construct the real miniature of greenhouse to apply the principle in 
order to test the applicability in real life (either practical or not) 
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1.0 Selection of Project Topic 
TECHNICAL WOU 
Research specificat ions fo r a greenhouse 
Research on components (Sensors,PIC,devices) 
Survey and buy sensors and other component 
Research how to program basic functions on PIC 
2 .0 Research how to build connection between sensors and PIC 
Build up connection and test sensors 
Program PIC by the input from sensors 
Test sensors wit'!_ PIC showing the output using LEOs 
- -- -- - - -
Research how to build connection between PIC and devices 
Build up connection and test devices 
Assemble all electrical components. Test and troubleshoot 
FYP REPOniNG 
Weekly Report/logbook 
Meeting and Presentation to Supervisor 
Submission of Preliminary Report ,.,. 
3.0 Submission of Progress Report ZZ/1 
Seminar TM TM 
Submission of Interim Report Final Draft U/IJl 
Submission of Interim Report Final Z/11 
Ora I presentation TM TM 
Mld-Sem Break 
Study Week + Examination Week 
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APPENDIXB 
GANTT CHART FOR FINAL YEAR PROJECT 2 
.. Mld-Sem Break 










R.A:1.1AN2NRE.F-ICVrw: - -Ra.. 
RA3/AN3NREF+ - - R83/PGM 
RA41TOCKVC1 OUT -
- R82 
RA51AN4/$S/C20UT - ~ 
- R81 
..... 
REOIRD/AN5 - ..... - RBOJJNT 
RE1~AN6- 5!e -voo 
RE2/CS/AN7 - ~ -vss 
Voo- ..... 
- RD7/PSP7 co 
vss- u.. 
- RD6/PSP6 CD OSC1/CLKI- .... 
- R05/PSP5 




RC11T10SIICCP2 - - RC61TX/CK 
RC2/CCP1- - RCS/$00 
RC3/SCKISCL - - RC41SOI/SDA 
RDO/PSPO- - R03/PSP3 
R01/PSP1- - R02/PSP2 
TABLE 1·1: PIC16F87XA DEVICE FEATURES 
K•y F•atures PIC16F873A PIC16F874A PIC16F876A PIC16F8nA 
Operating Frequency DC -20 MHZ DC-20 MHz DC-20 MHZ DC-20MHz 
Resets (and Delays) POR,BOR POR,BOR POR,BOR POR, BOR 
(PWRT,OST) (PWRT,OST) (PWRT,osn (PWRT.osn 
Flash Program Memory 4K 4K 8K 8K 
(14-bit words) 
Data Memory (bytes) 192 192 368 368 
EEPROM Data Memory (bytes) 128 128 256 256 
Interrupts 14 15 14 15 
110 Ports Ports A, B, C Ports A, B, C, D, E Ports A, B, C Pons A, B, C, 0, E 
Tmers 3 3 3 3 
C8pture/Compare/PWM modules 2 2 2 2 
Serial Coomunications MSSP, USART MSSP,USART MSSP,USART MSSP, USART 
Paralet Comrm.11ications - PSP - PSP 
10-bit Analog-to-O.gital Module 5 ll'lput channels 8 Blput channels 5 10put channels 8 1nput channels 
Analog Comparators 2 2 2 2 
Instruction Set 35 Instructions 351nstruebons 35 InstructiOnS 35 lnstrucbons 
Packages 28-pin PDIP 40-pin PDIP 28-pin PDIP 40-pin PDIP 
28-PII'l SOIC 44-ptn PLCC 28-pll SOIC 44-plll PLCC 
28-pmSSOP 44-ptn TQFP 28-pmSSOP 44-pin TOFP 




MCP9700/9700A and MCP9701/9701A 
3.0 PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
The descr1>tions ot the pills are listed Table 3-1. 
TABLE 3·1: PIN FUNCTION TABLE 
Pin No. Pin No. Pin No. Symbol SC-70 SOT-23 T0-92 
1 - - NC 
2 3 3 GNO 
3 2 2 Vour 
4 1 1 Voo 
5 - - NC 
3.1 Power Ground Pin (GND) 
GND is the system ground pin 
3.2 Output Voltage Pin (V0 ur) 
The sensor output can be measured at V oor The 
voltage range over the operatrlg temperature range for 
the MCP970019700A is 100 mV to 1.75V and for the 
MCP970119701A, 200 mV 10 3V . 
Function 
No Connect 
Power GrotJld Pin 
Output Voltage Ptn 
Power Supply Input 
No Connect 
3.3 Power Supply Input (V00) 
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The operatmg voltage as speofied Ill the "DC 
Electrical Characteristics" table is applied to v00 
MCP9700/9700A and MCP9701/9701A 
4.0 APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 
The Linear Active ThermistorN IC uses an internal 
diode to measure temperature The diode electrical 
characteristics have a temperature coeffident that 
provides a change in voltage based on the relative 
ambient temperature from -40"C to 125"C. The change 
in voltage is scaled to a temperature coeffident of 
10.0 mvrc (typical) for the MCP970019700A and 
19.5 mvrc (typical) for the MCP970119701A The out-
put voltage at o·c is also scaled to 500 mv (typical) 
and 400 mV (typical) for the MCP970019700A and 
MCP970119701A, respectively. This linear scale is 
desaibed 1n the first.order transfer function shown in 
Equation 4-1 . 
EQUATION 4.1: SENSOR TRANSFER 
FUNCTION 
Where: 
TA = AmbtentTemperature 
V our = Sensor Output Voltage 
Vo-c = Sensor Output Voltage at o•c 
T c = Temperature Coefficient 
Voo Voo 
-r T 
Your ANI PICmicro® MCP9700 
MCU 
GND }ss Vss 
¥ 
FIGURE4-1: Typtcal Appltcatton Ctrcuit. 
4.1 Improving Accuracy 
The MCP970019700A and MCP9701/9701A accuracy 
can be improved by perforrmng a system calibration at 
a specific temperature For example, calibrating the 
system at + 25"C ambient improves the measurement 
accuracy to a ±O.s•c (typical) from o·c to +70"C, as 
shown in Figure 4 -2 Therefore, when measuring 
relative temperature change, this family measures 















..so ..25 0 25 50 75 100 125 
Tai"CI 
FIGURE 4-2: Relative Accuracy to +25°C 
vs. Temperature. 
The change in accuracy from the calibration 
temperature is due to the output non-linearity from the 
first.order equation, as specified in Equat1on 4-2 The 
accuracy can be further improved by compensating for 
the output non-lineanty. 
For higher accuracy using a sensor compensation 
technique, refer to AN1001 •1c Temperature Sensor 
Accuracy Compensation wrth a P/Cm1cro• 
Mterocontroller" (0501001). The application note 
shows that 1f the MCP9700 is compensated in addition 
to room temperature calibration, the sensor accuracy 
can be improved to ±O.s·c (typical) accuracy over the 
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Tempenb.n("C) 
FIGURE 4-3: MCP9700/9700A Calibrated 
Sensor Accuracy. 
The compensation technique provides a linear 
temperature reading A firmware look-up table can be 
generated to compensate for the sensor error. 
MCP9700/9700A and MCP9701/9701A 
4.2 Shutdown Using Microcontroller 
110 Pin 
The MCP970019700A and MCP9701/9701A family of 
low operating current of 6 IJA (typical) makes it ideal for 
battery-powered applications. However, for 
applications that require tighter current budget, this 
device can be powered using a mlcrocontroller Input/ 
Output (1/0) pin. The 1/0 pin can be toggled to shut 
down the device. In such applications, the 
microcontroller internal digital switching noise is 
emitted to the MCP9700/9700A and MCP970119701A 
as power supply noise. This switching noise compro-
mises measurement accuracy. Therefore, a decoupling 
capacitor and series resistor will be necessary to filter 
out the system noise. 
4.3 Layout Considerations 
The MCP970019700A and MCP9701/9701A family 
does not require any additional components to operate. 
However, it is recommended that a decoupling 
capacitor of 0.1 IJF to 1 IJF be used between the v00 
and GND pins. In high-noise applications, connect the 
power supply voltage to the v00 pin using a 2000 
resistor with a 1 IJF decoupling capacitor. A high 
frequency ceramic capacitor is recommended. It is 
necessary for the capacitor to be located as dose as 
possible to the v00 and GND pins in order to provide 
effective noise protection. In addition, avoid tracing 
digital lines in close proximity to the sensor. 
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4.4 Thermal Considerations 
The MCP970019700A and MCP9701/9701A family 
measures temperature by monitoring the vohage of a 
diode located in the die. A loW-impedance thermal path 
between the die and the PCB is provided by the pins. 
Therefore, the sensor effectively monitors the 
temperature of the PCB. However, the thermal path for 
the ambient air is not as efficient because the plastic 
device package functions as a thermal insulator from 
the die. This limitation applies to plastie-packaged 
silicon temperature sensors. If the application requires 
measuring ambient air, consider using the T0-92 
package. 
The MCP970019700A and MCP9701/9701A is 
designed to source/sink 100 1JA (max.). The power 
dissipation due to the oulput current is relatively 
insignificant. The effect of the output current can be 
described using Equation 4-2. 
EQUAnON 4-2: EFFECT OF SELF· 
HEATING 
TJ-TA = 6JA(Vop[DD+(Voo-11our)lour) 
Where: 
TJ = Junction Temperature 
TA = Ambient Temperature 
eJA = Package Thermal Resis1ance (331"CIW) 
VOUT = Sensor Output Voltage 
louT = Sensor Output Currant 
loo = Operating Current 
Voo = Operating Voltage 
At TA = +25"C (VQUT = 0.75V) and maximum 
specification of loo = 12J,IA, Voo = 5.5V and 
lOUT = +100 IJA. the self-heating due to power 
dissipation (TJ - TA> is 0.119•c. 
APPENDIX F 
CHS-GSS DATASHEET 
Humidity Sensor Units 
CHS Series CHS-U, -ss, -c Types 
TDK'a CHS series humicily sentiOfS are c:orr.,act and exlremely 
'~to apply. Beca~ lhev coniUlh necessary cilcuitry, 
thera is no ooed to provide ad!ltlonal control circuitry or perform 
ome-consllrilg calibration. Wl1h simple connection to a power 
supply, they woll oulpul. DC at 1 00% relaiMIIunidity. This makes it 
possllle to read RH drectly with aiiOitmelef. 
CHS-UTYPE 
For industrial use and rMHUring equipment 
FEAT\JRES 
• n-sensors can measure a wide range of htmlclty- from 
5(%) to 95(%)RH 
• They are 119lly accurale. The nomnal aoa.racy lor the CHS-
UPR and CHR-UPS is within~%) RH. 
MNulng range(%)AH 5 to 95 







Pin No t Anolog <Upul....._ 
Pin No 2 ClHD 
Pin No. 3 •""'- a.wiY ..,.,_ 
MAXIMUM RATINGS (Ta=25' C) 
~'~Mer 1UP111Y VOIIIIge Edc 7V max. 
0 10 +SOOC. power 8I.WIY Voltage sv. wllhOcA 
dewtlg 
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• Characterisllca are slable (NfK a wide temperatln range. 
• Humidity sensing charecterislics exhl>it vinually no hysteresis. 
• H~ cost-eflective and COI11l8d, reqt.iring exlremely iltle 
mounting space. 
• Low anent OOiliUillj)lion 
• Outputs DC. tV at 100{%)RH: relatiYe huoM:Iity can be read 
dimcdy wl1h a vollmeter. 
• AI..Jn.<lne conSiruction Integrates sensor with support circuitry 
The entire module operates off a 5V power supply. 
• Generated ripple at low humidity leYels wil not exceed 2.5mV. 
ROUND TYPE 
CHS-tiGR, -UPR 
'When~ ... --....... -the,...,. 
-ng --'-II not obRuclod. 
Weight; I ll8g 1)'11 
a! DC 
.:.;-,;;;-;:.;~~i.----7---------7--- Edc-SV, 2S"C. S to 9S(%)AH (For deCals, pleUe IIIIer lo lyplc:al clwllcterSbcl) 
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
SENSOR LINEARITY CHARACTERISTlCS (T ... 2s•c Edc=5V) 
1 -~ 
08 v.· . IZ' . 
(t3(%)RH).s(%)RH • v.· 
.v.·  
. ~~'li.)RH(-3(%)RH) -~ ~-
'7..' 0.2 
~-0o 20 -40 80 80 100 
RelaiMI hurrillly('II.)RH 
-- Cenle< lne T....,_ ol nell humkl!y 
• •••• Alonnce UP TYPE :t3{%1RH 
--Typ;c.l.... UG TYPE :I:S('li.)RH 
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Edc-:SV, 2S"C slandllrd, +5 1D +4S"C, S 1o ~)RH 
Re.ponse ttne lo r..:h liO"f. ol acllallunktty a lor trorn : 
8S("J.)RH 




flO(% "~ [iii: IRH 
D(~ ifiH 
~ 80('11. RH 





0o 10 20 30 -40 50 
TIJrT4Mtraklni('C) 
--Typal....., Spedflcation lempllnllure zone 
+61D +46'C(.61D 116('li.)RH) 
T.....,._. ol eaeh lurOcity 
"S('li.)RH 
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#define PBl RCl 
#define PB2 RC2 
#define PB3 RC3 
#define LEOl RC4 
#define LE02 RCS 
#define LE03 RC6 
#define LE04 RC7 
#define LCO_RS ROO 
#define LCO_RW ROl 
#define LCO_EN R02 
#define LCO_LIGHT R03 
#define LCO_OATA PORTO //07-04 
#define LCO_PULSE() ((LCO_EN=l),(LCO_EN=O)) 
#define _XTAL_FREQ 20000000 
void pic_init(void); 
void lcd_init(void); 
void led_ write( unsigned char c); 
void lcd_clear(void); 
void lcd_goto(unsigned char pos); 
void lcd_string(const char *s); 
char read_button(void); 
int read_a2d(unsigned char channel); 
void convert(int no, char base); 
























































lcd_string(" TEMP LIMIT "); 
lcd_goto(Ox40); 
led string(" "); 
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I /initialize LCD 
I /select first line 
I /display string 
I /select second line 
I /display string 
I /select first line 
I /display string 
I /select second line 























for(i=O ;i<200;i++) _delay _ms( 1); 
case 2:{ 
lcd_goto(OxOO); 












I /select first line 
I /display string 
I /select second line 
I /display string 
I /display string 













lcd_goto(OxOO); I /select first line 





















































I /select second line 
I /display string 
I /display string 
//select second line 
I /display string 
I /display string 
//select second line 
I I display string 
I /display string 
//delay for LCD Power Up 
I /function set 
I I display on/off control 
//clear screen 









/* write a byte to the LCD in 4 bit mode *I 
void lcd_write(unsigned char c) 
{ 
LCD_DATA=(LCD_DATA&OxOF) I (c&OxFO); 
LCD_PULSE(); 











/*write a string of chars to the LCD *I 






/* go to the specified position • I 











int read_a2d(unsigned char channel) 
{ADCONO=ObOOOOOOOl; 
A DC ON l=OblOOOOOOO; 
pins 
ADCONO=(ADCONO&OxC7) I (channel«3); 
channel 
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I I write characters 
I /Turn on A/D module 
//configures analog and voltage reference 
I /select analog input 
_delay_ms(2); 
ADGO=l; 














void display(char number) 
{switch( number){ 
case O:{lcd_string("O");break;} 
case l:{lcd_string(" 1 ");break;} 
case 2:{1cd_string("2");break;} 















I /initiate conversion on 
I /wait until conversion 
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APPENDIXH 
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR AUTOMATED 
GREENHOUSE 
01 
\ 'CC L'>·IOCH nos JCSP 
~w RB7 LEO G:\1) 









RB1 JotuF RBI 






ffi' ! S\" IX • R.~ RBO ~D 
RAl ~ PBI ~ PB1 ~ PB3 R.CI 
G:\1) 
r I ~ r S\. IX IK 
G:-<0 
~0 GSD 
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